
 

 

 

Do you think that the Israeli policy towards Hamas will witness radical changes? 

Unfortunately no. It seems that the current government in Israel wants to preserve the division 

between Gaza and the west bank as an excuse not to start any form of negotiation with the PA. 

I do not see how the recent clashes with Hamas change this basic perception.  On the other 

hand -  I do not see Israel becoming more active against Hamas force buildup time because 

Israel does not want to find itself fighting every other week fighting in Gaza.  

Can Israel directly enter future negotiations with Hamas? 

Not directly but of course indirectly (via the egyptians or Qataries) Israel can try to reach a long 

settlement with Hamas (including allowing workers from Gaza to work in Israel, building a port, 

etc.) but as the events of the latest operation have shown, these considerations, even if they 

have been central in recent months and years, became secondary once Hamas decided that it 

wanted to take control over the Palestinians people by becoming the "defender of Jerusalem." 

Considering this fact, no matter what economic incentives are offered to Hamas, it is unlikely 

that they alone will force Hamas not to act against Israel again.  

What are the potential repercussions for the peace process given Hamas conditions? 

I think that before we are talking about Hamas we need to ask If Israel and the PA really want to 

achieve peace? (regardless of Hamas conditions). I am not sure that the answer is yes (for both 

sids). I belive that the only solution to the situation in Gaza and the west bank is to go to a 

robust political process (not only nased on economical incentives)  that includes the Palestinian 

Authority and the moderate countries in the region, which will work to achieve an internal 

agreement that will defuse the tension between Hamas and Fatah. . But - I think that the political 

atmosphere in Israel and the PA is blocking any chance for this kind of peace process.  

Do you think that the international community may remove Hamas from the terrorist lists for 

dialogue with it, or will indirect dialogue be satisfied with it? 

I think It depends on Hamas willingness to accept the “Quartet conditions”(Like recognizing the 

state of Israel). Given the fact that I do not see that happening, I do not think that  the 

international community will remove Hamas from the terrorist lists for dialogue with it. But,  In 

light of the fact that the international community acknowledges that Hamas represents a large 

number of Palestinians (and in light of the weakness of the PA) I think we will see in the future 

more and more countries having indirect connection with Hamas leadership. 

How will recent events affect the form of the political relationship between the Palestinian 

Authority and Hamas on the one hand, and Israel on the other hand? 

The latest confrontation proved that Israel cannot solve the Gaza problem separately from the 

overall Palestinian problem and cannot rely on economic incentives alone to ensure peace and 

security. Israel must initiate or join a combined process aimed at strengthening the PA by 

beginning a political process and at the same time accepting Hamas - Fatah reconciliation that 

will lead to Hamas joining the PLO. I think that for agreeing to embedded Hamas in the PLO, 

Hamas will give to the PA the control over the civilian aspects in Gaza and begin the process of 

merging into the Palestinian security apparatuses.   This move will not lead to the disarmament 

of Hamas in the short term, but if Israel helps the Palestinian Authority economically and 



 

 

politically, its strengthening on the ground could contain Hamas politically and militarily. This 

move will also allow the PA to become a representative and reliable interlocutor for the 

Palestinian people in the eyes of the international community which would increase the chance 

of significant aid spending being contributed to Gaza. 

Bottom line,  

The latest confrontation proved that Israel cannot solve the Gaza problem separately from the 

overall Palestinian problem and cannot rely on economic incentives alone to ensure peace and 

security. 

What about the American position, and the best options for Netanyahu? 

Netanyahu wont change his basic approach to the palestinian problem. It's not a matter of what 

is the best option.Netanyahu himself (like most of his followers) does not believe in a political 

solution and wants to preserve the status quo, while promoting only civilian / economical 

initiatives.It's obvious he has no intention in implementing his Bar Ilan speech from 2009. Only a 

change in the identity of the prime minister and the coalition structure can lead to significant 

change in the Israeli view. 

Regarding the US side - we need to be honest - They have “bigger fish to fry” when it comes to 

US foreign policy under the current administration (China, Russia). I do not see the 

administration becoming very active. It might work with egypt and other regional players to calm 

the situation and maybe push for some sort of a renewed negotiation but no “big surprises”, no 

“peace initiative”. Just stabilizing the current situation, 


